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: A H , . SET FOB YOUTH'S CONGRESS AND OLYMPIAD
From all parts of America our
young Ukrainian-Americans are
preparing to descend upon Philadelphia, Pa., over the Labor Day
weekend, September 5, 6, and 7,
1936, to attend (1) the Fouth Ukrainian Youth's Congress of America, to be held in Hotel Sylvania,-Locust ft Juniper (just off
Broad) Streets, under the auspicee of the Ukrainian Youth's
League of North America, and
(2) the First Ukrainian American Olympiad, which will be held
at the Northeast High School
Field, 29th and Cambria Streets,
and at the Central Y.M. C. A.
Pool, 1421 Arch St.,—under the
auspices of the UYL-NA, aided
by the United Ukrainian Organizations of Philadelphia.
The Congress will be held
Saturday and Sunday, September
5 and 6, and the Olympiad, consisting of track and field will be
held on Labor Day, September 7.
This Congress is open to all
our young people that believe in
the national ideals of the Ukrainian-American people. Each youth
club is aJlowed two delegates.
Those of the youth who cannot
come as delegates, should come
as guests, and they will be" permitted a voice in the discussions.
The fee for delegates will be
$3.00, and for guests $3.50, and
it will include the f o l l o w i n g
privileges: registration; luncheon;
admittance to dance; admittance
to banquet and ball; admittance
to the Olympiad program — consisting of a swimming meet, track
Sc field meet, games, and a picnic.
Rates at the hotel range from
$2.75 and up per day for a single
room to $7.75 and up per day for
room accomodating five persons.
Reservations can be also had at
private homes,- if they are made
in time.
The program will be as follows:
Friday evening — Registration;
Saturday — 8 A. M. Registration;
10 A. M. — Opening of the Congress session; 1 P. M. Luncheon;
2 P. M. Resuming of Congress
session, lasting until 5 P.M.; 8 A.M.
Welcome Dance at the Ukrainian
Hall, 817 North Franklin Street.
Sunday 10:00 A. M. to 5 P. M.
Congress session, with time out
for lunch; 7:30 P. M. Banquet
and Ball. Monday 10 A. M. Swimming Meet at the Central Y. M.
C. A., 1421 Arch St.; 1:30 P. M.
Track and Field Meet at the
Northeast High School Field,
games, and folk dances, followed
by. the Picnic. .
For further information write
to the_ UYL-NA Corresponding
Secretary or the President.
UKRAINIAN YOUTH'S LEAGUE
S"2 OF NORTH AMERICA:
JB.tSphen- Shumeyko—President, 97
Boyden. Ave., Maplewood, N. J.;
Anastasia Oleskow — Vice-Pres.,
Chicago, 111.; Stephen J. Jarema—
Vice-President, New York City;
.‚Margaret D. Semenkiw, Recording
Secretary, Baltimore, Md.; Stephania Monasterska, Corr. Sect.,
2347 Fairmount Ave., Philadel.phia, Pa.f Steven G. Danielson,
І - Trees., Hamtramck, Mich.
.Ukrainian Cultural Center:
UOlin" -Panchuk, director, Detroit,-
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S P E A K UP!

SPECIAL : NEWS CONCERNING
- THE-OLYMPIAD-ENTRIES

What should be the primary aim of. such a gathering as the coming UYL-NA sponsored Fourth Ukrainian
Youth's Congress? — is a question that every delegate
and every other interested person, should ask himself.
The answer, in our opinion, is: — to give the youth
representatives the widest possible opportunity of expressing themselves freely and frankly on the vital issues
confronting them; so that any. future action that they
may take upon them will be clear and understandable to
everyone concerned. If this purpose is achieved, then
the holding of the congress will be justified.
For there is no gainsaying, that the issues confronting our youth today are bound to have a strong
bearing upon their future life and activities too; and
therefore the manner in which they are treated now is
of great importance to both the present and the future.
One group of these issues or problems are those t h a t
confront all the youth, and they arise from the present
world-wide and unprecedented social, economic and political upheavals. Here in America these upheavals have
been unusually violent, and their victims are found chiefly_ among the rising generation, including those of Ukrainian origin. And therefore, the problems arising
from these cataclysmic changes should be carefully and
frankly deliberated upon at the congress also. -

The Olympiad. Com mi t tee , ‚will
accept entries for the polevault
event as several clubs have requested it during the past .week.
Any club that has entries for
these events can submit them by
notifying the Chairman by mail,
so that they will be included with
their other events. Teams which
are yet to submit their, entries,
can write down their pole vault
entries at the bottom of their
blanks, or on the reverse side.
All of the entry blanks at our
disposal have been distributed
and any requests for more blanks
cannot be filled. Clubs who have
-additional entries, can list their
^additions on the reverse side of
.the entry blanks that they have
already received.
- "The Olympiad Committee issues
the following statement of rights:
— Due to the reports that re.cruiting of athletes, and bareface
stealing of athletes from other
xlnbs" has been going on, the Committee will have the right to
make any contestant show proof
of a bona fide membership in the
club or team that they are to
represent. All contestants must
be regular members in good standing, and actively participating і in
the affairs of the organization
which they want to represent. Because of these irregular prbceduree, the Olympiad Committee will reserve the right of rejecting any entry at any time,
if sufficient reason is found for
such action.
-For all concerned and interested
I in. the Olympiad, an important
announcement will appear on the
foufth page of the Svoboda next,
Monday. Please make sure that
that your fellow club members
and fellow team members will see
it.
g s WALTER N. NACHONEY,
;_ Chairman, Olympiad .Committee.
' = g - 2070 E. Allegheny Avp.,
Џ
ҐІ " p
Philadelphia, Pa.

We use the word "also" advisedly; because these
complex problems have better and far more suitable,
forums for their deliberation than the coming Ukrainian Youth's Congress. The latter is being convened especially to give our young people an opportunity to meet
and grapple with problems peculiar to them, that spring
from their Ukrainian background, and that cannot find
a forum elsewhere.
Such a forum created especially for our youth is of
utmost necessity today, at a time when the older generation of Ukrainian-Americans is retiring before the
onslaughts of time, leaving the fate of the UkrainianAmerican life within the hands of their children. Through
such a forum as the coming congress these young people
can be made to appreciate their position in this respect,
and act accordingly. And yet, such an appreciation cannot be reached without a frank and unhindered discussion
and exposition of v4ews, participated in by all the delegates.
Most of this discussion, of course, will revolve around
the so-called Ukrainian sentiments of our youth. And
% к , if this discussion is to be of real value, it must first
make clear whether such Ukrainian sentiments really
TO RECOUNT HER'EXPERIexist, within the youth, or whether they are merely il.' ENCES ABROAD
lusions, and of no account in the youth's future plans
Among the interesting talks to
and life.
be given at the coming Fourth
And the answer to this basic question can be only
Ukrainian Youth's Congress, there
will be one by Miss Maria Nareached through close self-study and analysis, unhinder' birna, a fashion artist of Pbilaed by any lofty but meaningless phrases. And i t should
delphia, recently returned from a
be undertaken only after a full realization of the elementrip abroad, concerning her extary fact t h a t these sentiments, these Ukrainian ideals,
periences and observations while
cannot be donned or cast off at one's pleasure like a
travelling through Ukraine, both
under Poland and the Soviets. Becloak, that they cannot be forced upon anyone; but t h a t
they must enter the hearts of the youth by themselves, : ing a young икгашіап-АтегісаПђ
her reactions to the conditions
without the slightest coercion, and solely upor^tneir own
"under which the Ukrainians live
merits and value. Only then will they become a part of
there should prove of special inone's personality, and of any value to the individual and
terest and value to the young Ukrainian-Americans.
to the nation.
:: : This should be one of the main goals of the approaching congress then, to discover whether these Ukrainian sentiments are a part of our youth or not; and
Bnce'having.found the answer, to take steps accordingly.
And all this can be only attained, we emphasize once
Зпбге, through, open, frank and constructive discussion.
"' ѓ How frank and constructive this discussion will be,
llepends entirely upon the delegates; and so—`у.r : Speak up r . Ukrainian-American youth!

Mich.; Mary Ann Bodnar, Sect.,
New York City. ^
Sports Division:

Peter Zacharchuk, Baseball Direc-"
tor, Philadelphia, Pa.; Walter N.
Nachoney, Track and Field Directbr, 2070 E. Allegheny Avenue,
j Philadelphia. Pa.
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IVAN FRANKO

By S. S.
—-o
(16)
^Я)ЕАТН OF CAIN"
no doubt, is intended' to repreIn 1889 Franko wrote one of sent mass ignorance.
In this poem Franko continues
ђіз most thought - p r o v o k i n g
poems, a l e g e n d about the and develops upon the ideas
"Death of Cain." It was a poem brought out by Byron in his psythat was little understood at that chological drama, "Cain" dealing
time,' and made Franko the ob- with, the original sin and its final
ject of a bitter attack upon the reprobation, by bringing his main
part of those who thought that character to a state of peace with
he had taken too much liberty himself, and by bidding him to
with the Bible-version of the kill- not only search for personal happiness but also to be willing to
ing of Abel by his brother Cain.
- In it Franko sought mainly to sacrifice even his life for those
discover the true value of life, convictions of his that he believes
and he found it in the harmoni- will bring him such happiness.
ous existence -within the person of
A brief synopsis of this legendtwo main elements: life or-emo- is as follpws:
tipn and knowledge or reason.
After slaying his brother Abel,
To reach this conclusion he sought Cain wanders about the earth, an
flrstyto psychoanalyze the feelings outcast. His only companion is
and emotions of an outcast such his faithful' wife. And when
as Cain, who after a long and fer- finally she dies, he continues his
rible turmoil within his.soul : a ^ wanderings alone.
length reaches the conclusion; that^
He becomes seized with a. tertrue paradise lies within the per- rible, irresistible longing for his
- eon himself; but before he could' lost paradise, at least for the
preach this discovery to others, sight of i t This longing becomes
he was' slain by an ancienjfc whfcia, overwhelming when in the course
blind and unreasoning, andhwiof of his wanderings he reaches the
.

-
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SHADOWS OF FORGOTTEN ANCESTORS
By MICHA3EL KOTSIUBINSKY
(Traneiafed by S. 8.)
—
(6)
І, з
How .gay 'are the downs at sheep give in at their knees, their
springtime, when the sheep are thin legs wavering, shaking their
driven oat upon them to pas- fleeces of wool. Hish! .hish!...
ture!... `.?Щ$?
Their lower jaws bald, they open
The tall leader of the herders, their salivary mouths with an air
seeming. to personify the very of infinite boredom, to complain to
spirit of the downs themselves, en- goodness-knows-who: ba-a . . .
circles the corral bearing a flam- ba-a... Two herders walk ahead
ing brand. He strides deliberate- of them, their red troused legs
ly, his expression grave, like that cutting evenly through the air,
of some heathen medicine-man, and the flowers tucked in their
and behind him the smoke whirls hatbands swaying gently. Grr!...
away in serpent-like contortions. Grr!... growl the sheep dogs as
Reaching the corral gates, where they'sniff the air for danger and
the sheep will enter, he tosses cast sidelong glances at the flock
the firebrand to the ground. =Ha to see that it is in order. Wool
listens attentively, not опіў` `ЌІЉ rubs against wool, white against
his ears but with his hefirt as white, black against black. Fatty
well. From far beloWi gwfcrtt rumps bob up and down like
rivers boil and rend their banks, boats upon the sea, while the
from peaceful villages and mead- whole packed surface of shaggy
ows,
a tidal wave of sheep and woolen backs, quivers and trembles
cattle is sweeping up towards him, like jelly. Ptrua!... Ptrua!...
and beneath their hoofs the very A brazen voice constantly drives
earth sighs in' gladness. Already the strangglers back into the
he hears the lowing of cattle,
the flock. In the distance the mounpanting of sheep, and r tie oc- tain peaks loom indistinctly in
casional burst of song. And when, the blue base. Over to the side
finally^ the wave surges into view the wind is massing dark clouds
over the nearby crest, when, its in the sky. Their curly tails wavaccompanying guardians lift their ing contentedly, the sheep munch
long trembitas, flashing golden in upon sweet crocus and other
the sun rays, to sound their greet- herbs and vegetation. It seems
ing to the downs settled here as if the whole downs were but
among the blue ridges, when the a carpet of green covered by a
sheep begin to bleat their joy at coverlet of stirring, undulating
the scent of fresh pastures, he wool. Crunch-crunch. . . ba-a! . . .
falls down upon his knees and Crunch-crunch... Shadows of the
raises his hands to heaven. Be- threatening clouds above wander
hind him the others also bow about, causing the nearby knolls
down to prayer. They pray to to appear as if they weve moving;
God that their sheep should have only the distant mountain tops
^strong and fiery-hearts, like that seem immovable as ever. Tet the
^Injjmej over -which they are Ieap- warm sun brightens up the wooly
"T^ng H
o enter the .corral, and they. . backs, "fires the grasses into flam"prayriinto Him to guard the flocks ing green, and casts shadows bePtrua!...
against all danger, and return hind the herders.
them safe and sound, Just as He ptrua! . . . crunch-crunch . . .
crunch-crunch... Noiselessly the
- had brought them here...
herders, move forward, the wooly
It is a simple prayer, that rises wave rolls softly over the range,
to the smiling skies, to the frown- and a breeze springs up and
ing but good-hearted Mount Bes- begins playing its tune.' Dzz...
kid, and it is carried far out by its thin tone drones around a
the fleeing wind, that combs the split fence rail, like a fly. Dzz...
downs grasses like a mother her a deeper reply comes from another fence, bespeaking of sorrow.
child's hair...
The clouds keep piling up. In the
Половинко, верховинко,
distance Mount Beskid slowly
Чимесь таж згорділа.
Чи не типи овечками,
fades, growing darker and gloom`` Щось тільки уздріла?
ier in the sweeping shadows, like
Hish! Hish? onward the herd- a widower; but the downs still
ers drive their docks. Lazily the
(Continued)

і

m

walls of the paradise, overlook"
ing which looms a very high
and inaccessible mountain. After
days of arduous climbing- he
reaches the summit in a completely exhausted state. From W he
looks down into the walled-ih
paradise, and- within it.: he феде
a strange sight; hordes tot-people
swarming about the tree ofknow}edge, while . the tree of flfe—iy.'
terests -but a few. JrAt first :fce
thinks that there is an irreconcilible conflict within the people
between their lust for knowledge
and their lust for life, but, further reflection brings him to the
conclusion that in reality there is
no such conflict between the two.
For while the person is thirsting
for knowledge and expends his
energies to gain it,, he has all
the -while within himself- the
source of life itself, composed of:
emotion and great love for one
another.
And therefore, if the source" of
life is within us, then there is no
need for us to strive for some
manner of a paradise. Thus he
reasons, and his hitherto great
longing to enter, once more the
paradise lost—disappears.
He
leaves the mountain at peace
with himself—only to die at the
remain fresh and young. And
the rising wind seems.to ask:
"Why don't you marry, o. lofty
Beskid?" — "Because the -green
downs won't have me," sadly
sighs Mount Beskid in ѓерђг..The
bliie heavens have now become
murky, the ocean of mountain
ranges has darkened too, the
downs have lost their brightness,
and. over them the flock of sheep
advances ‚like some lichen growth.
The cold wind unfolds its wings
and begins to beat the herders
with them. It becomes very dlfficult to breathe, so powerful are
these blows, and one is inclined
to turn his back towards them.
But let it beat... The wind begins to whistle a most mournful
tune . . . unceasingly, without a
break...the heart fairly weeps in
sympathy. Ivan-would fain ignore
it, but can't He would fain run
away, but—where? Hish! Hish!...
And where are you going you
dumb ewe?... Murrain on you?
Come back! Murko!... Ah, he's
after her... The dog, his shaggy
coat flying in the wind, gradually
edges the ewe back towards the
flock, and then, when she is near,
he seizes her by her neck and
flings her among the others. Dzz...
His teeth begin to ache, a monotonous, unendurable acbihgr He
clenches his teeth to shut off the
pain. Let it hurt. The heck with
it!
Why does that wind whine
so? Curse it all!... N How easy
it would be to fall to the earth,
weak and powerless, press the
hands to the ears, and-weep...
For I can't stand it any longer...
DM!...

Oh!...

Ivan takes out his' floyara and
begins blowing upon it as hard as
he can, but the wind is stronger
than he. It flies from the Chornohora like ah unhobbled stallion,
that beats the grass with his
galloping hoofs, and distorts' the
floyara's tunes with his- flying
mane.
The flock surges into a hollow,
and here it is quieter.
Up in the clouded skies a -blue
rift appears. The strongly fragrant downs grasses grow even
more fragrant. The rift -widens
into a lake of blue, which swiftly
widens its banks and floods the
entire sky. Once more the. mountain tops bask in a blue haze, and
"the valleys become flooded with
gold.
- j
Ivan looks downwards. -There,
midst the hills and dales, where
people dwell, his Marichka's white

No.
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hands of вії' ancient blind man.
And now, to delve into this
poem a .little deeper:
Who is Cain supposed to represent?
To answer this we should read
Cain's self-characterization.
„Оте знання нещасне
у моїй `серці розбудило лютість
на брата, вбийцею"-мене зробило тШ^'`}
за те, що вів, не думавши,, по-простуД
мене нагнуть хотів у ту свму^ - їі?.'?:'
дитячу простоту,' з котрої ;ЯуЗЕ мій ,
давно вже внйшв".
In other words, Cain is tffe^Symbol of an enlightened soul jtoat^
has progressed from its original.4 .
and ancient simpleness, whose sih^..
is in having slain such simpleness^ j3
in his brother.
і?жа ^
And thus Cain goes on through
life an outcast, cursed Љу those
whose simpleness he attacked and
killed. His only companion is his
wife.
що хоч сама невинна й чиста:серцем,. -;
не вагувалася для нього ,все; :
покинути, з проклятим поділити
його прокляту долю.
::2 jjjji
And when death took her from
him, Cain is left alone upon this
earth, and no matter where he
goes he
finds:
-$-$і :
усюди сум однакнй, самота
однака і однаке горе люте.
(То be continued)
feet are perhaps at this very moment flashing over the green
sward. Her eyes, no doubt; are
turned towards these highlands.
Is she singing her little songs?
Or maybe she has indeed strewn
them to the winds, like she said
she would, and now they have
grown into flowers, and Marichka is silent
Ой як (іўдуть вівчарпкп ,
Білі вівці паств, . _^
Будуть мої співавочќв
За кресано класти..., `
The memory of her^fjsesh young
voice returns to him, and he
plucks a flower and tucks it in
his hat
Ptrua...ptrua... My, but the
sun is hot It- is "growing uncomfortably stuffy.
The^sheep
roll on, twisting their wrinkled
lips to better pluck at the Vegetation, leaving bare stumps in their '
wandering, wake. Crunch-crunch...
Wool rubs against wool, white
against black, rumps sway, like
waver lets upon a sea... Ba-a...
ma-a.. .while the dogs constantly keep the "flock together.
The dogs grow tired. They lay
down in the grass and their sides
heave. Upon their long tongues,
hanging out fiies settle. Bir-birl
An angry shout from Ivan, and
up they are again after the sheep.
Far yonder, near the" thick
forest some cattie are grazing.
Their herdsman is leaning thoughtfolly upon his long trembita.
And thus slowly time; drags
on.
The sharp mountain, air
tickles Ivan's appetite and he
grows hungry. And how lonely it is
here! You stand here, so tiny,
like a stalk of straw upon a field.
Beneath the feet a green island,
drained by .the' blue waters of
distant heights. And there, -in
those gloomy wild heights, nestle
all sorts of evil spirits, most difficult to' fight against.
Hish-hisb! The sheep step spftly over the grass... It is so quiet
now that the blood can be heard
flowing in its veins.... Drowsiness creeps over him. ' It lays its
soft paw on his face and "whispers
- into his ear: sleep... The sheep
fade before his eyes.. .they shrink
and become lambs... and now
there is nothing left of them.
The grass flows into the distance
like green waters. Ah, there is
Maricbka, approaching.
Come,
now, you can't fool me, you
(Continued page 4)
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maximum penalty, so Eddie had she wasn't as bloody as you'd
: think."
the last word.
"I still think you're daily," he NO HOPE FOR VOCABULARY?
muttered.
"We cannot in a decade, or
This is the news item. And
food, or dreams) will keep a conFunk and Wagnalls New Standard maybe even in a century," writes
versation alive."
Dictionary of the English Lan- ^Щѓ'Alfred" Adler hi "Esquire,".
September, 1936, "overcome the
guage says; "DAFFY, n., (U. S.,
Щ WHAT? NO GRAMMAR?
evolution of an ideal that has
slang)
Gin."'
^ "Mr. Bullard treats the subject
developed in thousands of years
of: correct English in the mood of
Could it'be? Or has it some- ' and is encrusted with our laws,,
a4frlendly, easy-mannered expert
thing to do withgg?DAFF, a. our traditions and our vocabulrather than a pedant He is
blackhead, idiot"?
ary."
scientific observer of the natural
He refers to associating "dif. UNEXPECTED ‚DEFINITIONS.
growth of language rather than
ferent" with "unequal," or per-,
a- dictator of its duties.
Thomas Pellatt, an I English haps, "inferior":
, "lit the dispute between those
schoolmaster, has written a book
"But we can teach the love
` who prefer grammar, and those
of educational reminiscences enstudent that differentiation of
who'feel distaste for it, he leans
titled "Boys in the Making."
function does not imply inequaltowards the -.latter. He finds
Mr. Pellatt is opposed to exity, that the male and female
little educational effectiveness, or
aminations, especially the Comcontributions to marrige ahd-sjpj^
use, for formal grammar.
mon Entrance Examination; he
civilization are equally valid and thinks that boys of, twelve-thirequally important."
WHAT IS "DAFFY"?
teen are too young to do themCLD7PED WORDS
selves justice in answering the
The Associated Press reported
questions. He is not astonished
the other day from Seattle:
An American -magazine gives a
when the question, "What do you long list of clipped words, such .
Eddie Welch, 00 years of age,
know of Thomas Cromwell?" was as: BRANDY was first clipped
appeared in police court the
answered^ "The chief importance from BRANDYWINE in 1657;
other day for the third time since
of Thomas Cromwell in history is CAD was first clipped from CAD^
July 7 on a charge of being drunk.
that examiners hope you will con- ГБ"ЇЕ (French, CADET) in ЗЩЩ
"Ten days," decreed Judge Wilfuse him with Oliver."
liam R. Bell.
CHAP was first cUppe^from
"I think you're daffy," Welch
He also gives some unexpected CHAPMAN # 1 6 7 7 .
objected.
The author writes that this
definitions of words. For instance, a wedge was defined- as
I 'Thirty days," the judge retendency to clip words is a good
as a thing put into windows to ofd ^English linguistic custom.
torted.
prevent them from rattling, '%е
"You're daffy."
STpieTbut many of those words
likes the boy who wrote, "Eliza- h%vi been adopted into Ukraln"Ninety days!"
beth was sometimes called a virgin, i g n t GIN, GROQ^ and RUM, to
"Daffy!?'
but only behind her back," and
"And a $300 fine," stormed
takeT from the author's list, and
the paper which said, "Queen to take AUTO from among
Judge Bell.
Mary was called bloody Mary, but others.
.. Ninety days and, 1300 is the
er.

RAMBLMGS OF WORD-HUNTER
ЩтМ' 'tfohn O'London's Weekly,"
v_:'^London, England, "Jackdaw" dis.' cusses some interesting points of
-the English languague. Such as:
І` ^J^L-We РО"вЬ "up," but scrub
^ "wen?:? why we say "bind до'?
л"ї?пТ$еак up," when "up" signfe
b:Msglh' them opposite actions?
^‚ЩУ- we say "the hunt is up,"
omening that the hunt is begun,
о ^ ^ d "tbe. game is up," meaning
Г 'that the game is ended?
jwjb-cHow searching such an inquiry
P gmay, be, is seen from the fact
that the New English Dictionary
- has thirty closely printed columns,
containing__on rough estimate about 28,000 words of definition
and illustration.
Н Р ^ в р ABE RUNNING SHORT
OE CONVERSATION TOPICS
"Considering the carelessness
. with which we use our language,
and the wooly etuft we are prepared to read for the greater
раї‡ of bur ephemeral literature,"
- —Kenneth - Richmond writes in
"The. Observer," London weekly,
welcoming "Thoughts and Language" by P. B. Ballard, "we take
a remarkable amount of interest Дп
correct English. The use of words
- i s one of the subjects that (like

a:

as Ukrainian professionalists is to
confess, on the part of those concerned, that they are not true
By BURMA-CAPELIN
professionalists, whatever the ac(7)
-# !—
tual case may be. No professional
ORGANIZATION OF UKRАШ I ian professionalists organization?"! man need be told that his inIAN PROFESSIONALISTS
relates, then, in the main to the
terests are with his -profession,
"Whoop "up" any idea, however second, ‚-generation from which
his life is bound up with it, that
"hairbralned," through a little angle we are discussing it here.
is, with those of his profession.
press and other publicity and
The most natural thing for one
The second generation, generalthou shalt soon find at least a ly, is in a unique and a most
who minds his advancement in his
number' of adherents, some dis- difficult situation: it stands, beown profession is to associate
. ciples, and perhaps even a few tweeir two different cultured worlds
with others in- the same field.
". fanatical devotees. It is not, in —the American and the UkrainProfessions transcend national descent boundaries; the interests of
It is completely in neither.
- other: words, so difficult to bring ian.
lawyers, doctors, nurses,- profesInto being almost any sort of an But it is'here to uve, and its sucsors, teachers, engineers, etc. are
organization and to nurture it cess, certainly as far as the prcthe same — with incidental difalong even for an inane existence fessionalist is concerned, is deferencea.— the world over. There
and at least for a brief while. We pendant to a great degree on its
are those who are interested more,
should consider, however, at the fitting well, if you please, into the
especially in pure science or scholar: outset, the fundamental question American world. .The most efship, and there are. those engaged
do we need this or that particular fective mode of achieving this is
in the application of the findings
organization, having in mind its through contacts-with other Aof science to the solution of probpossible contribution to societal mericans :(of whatever national
lems which face mankind. But eswelfare. We apply this query to descemtjfc"
sentially the basic concern of
a specific situation, and ask—Do
It is an illusion that-the second
these is trdth, the search for it
we need a Ukrainian Professional- generation individual has much
or its application. No professional
ists' Organization?
to gain through organization on
man, if he be true to his task, can
Ukrainian immigration in Amer- -the basis of his national descent.
confound `` science and label it
_ leas has contained only an insigni- This sort of organization is bound
"Nazi", "Italian", English", "Aficant proportion of those with to' limit his contacts with Amerimerican", ''Ukrainian" or what
cans.
It
may
be
set
down
as
a
higher academic training, or those
not. To promote an organization
who might come in under the golden rule for the second genof Ukrainian professionalists imcategory of professionalists. And eration: that the measure of its
plies that there'is a special kind
even most of these, because of success in America is dependent
of truth — "Ukrainian" truth.
the urgency of the necessity of on the number and variety of its
earning a livelihood, and because contacts with Americans. To overThis is not necessarily a misof difficulties of adjustment to come whatever antipathy based
taken notion. Each profession
American professional standards, on strangeness there may exist behas its own particular area which
have had to establish their niche tween those of different national
it tills, if you please, for truth.
descent,
to
absorb
American
culwithin Ukrainian, as opposed to
The. most general divisions are
American,-society. They become ture and hence fit oneself for life
those embracing the physical and
with
Americans,
to
gain
associates
biological sciences and- the social
. executives and leaders of various
who
are!aQ
important
in
the
vital
sciences. Then within these there
. Ukrainian organizations, editors,
are numerous areas of specializalecturers, priests or ministers, etc matter of jobs — ("pull" is very
real in 'our есопбтіс and. social
tion. From this viewpoint there
- They have become national U- life)і
to think and feel -as an
is a real placer for something like
krainian leaders, in other words: American
hence be taken as
an organization of Ukrainian protheir interests are- bound up with one for allandpractical
purposes —
fessionalists. Were such an orUkrainian society in America, to= achieve all this, the
personal
ganization to set out to study,
raiher .than with some profession or_: face-to-face relationships . with
and offer suggestions on, the
-'as'such? And'they must perforce Americans are those which are
varied problems of adjustment of
reflect all the dissensions current of importance to the second genthe Ukrainian immigrant to the
in Ukrainian society in America. eration..- On this score it is unAmerican situation, it would be
Because of the competing and an- wise and even harmful to promote
very true to the historic functagonistic roles of many of the anything like an organization of
organizations which they'Зеѓўє no Ukrainian professionalists. To do, tion of science or of professions.
The heartaches which the imone even dreams seriously that this is to give implicit, if' not ex.migrant or his children suffer
.they can be organized into any- plftit, sanction to a policy of isoladue to being, at least transitionthing like a Ukrainian profession- tiqn -from American life, even if
ally, in an alien culture could be
allsts' -organization. The ante- the actual narrowing of contacts
considerably ameliorated were I
gonistic elements here outweigh with "Americans is not xonsequenthey guided by sound policies
-whatever -common basis for an tially great.
based on study of suoh facts as
organization there might be. The
Again, to organize into a body
could be made the object of requestion, "Do we need a Ukrain-

POTPOURRI

search by Ukrainian professionaljsts. There is an area here which
is not, except in a general way,
a likely to be touched upon by
others than Ukrainians. Here we
could find a real justification for
an organization of Ukrainian professipnalists. But we venture to
state that this is a task of great
magnitude for which at present
there are neither the financial nor
the personnel resources,, which,
would be indispensable. This happens to be largely a field'for the
social scientist, more especially the
sociologist, and there is little likelihood, even did properly qualified
"Personnel exist, that this field
would prove as" attractive as that
Which the Ukrainian social acienjtist finds in larger American world.
Perhaps it is ultimately a matter
of finance; in any case, at present
it does not seem to be something
which a Ukrainian professional
organization is likely to undertake
with any profit.
There remains another possible j
base for organization, and this
may be termed purely social, recreational or hedonistic The' fact
that we come from a specific national .group draws us scntimentally together. This is very natural. Common struggles, common
' hopes and aspirations, of ourselves
or our fathers and forefathers,
these weave a skein of sentiment
which does not exist in the same
sense towards those of a different
historic tradition. To get togetber, then, for purely so-called
"social" purposes, now and again,
for all those of Ukrainian national .
descent who are in one or another"
profession, :is quite: a laudatory
motive for organization, provided
all" the dangers of-organizing sinrply as Ukrainians—which we have
noted above—are recognized. This,
in the present stage of the situation of the second generation in
America provides, in our ор?піоп,
the only justifiable' ground for
organization of Ukrainian nrofes^_
sionplists. Whether or not it is
in itself warrant enough for organization depends on how the
influence of those factors тЛіісп
.
argue against organ'-at!on e 3 0 ' ^ ^
made to bo felt th? 1-ast An"
this 'involves the possible ЇЙЙЙяі
wh'ch із beyond the scope o f ' Щ
article.
^'ійааі
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DEAR EDITOR...

NOTES ON THE OLYMPIAD

Dear Editor please be зо kind aa
Once again to remind the girls and
boys —
- From nearby States t h a t September 5, 6, 7's
The dates our next Convention will
be held
‚.And the Hotel's name is spelled—
Sylvania —
In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Dear Editor please say in print
There's sights to see the U. S.
Mint
'` And. Independence Hall are there—
And Fairmount Park is everywhere
Wanamaker's great big store
And theatres by the score.
And now Dear Editor I fain
Would have you also board a
train
- To lend a literary air to our
Ukrainian affair—besides I'm sure
You'll get a thrill and m a n y paragraphs
To fill the columns of your papers
If you report our work and capers.
A million thanks to you dear Ed.
I hope these paragraphs are read
By every member and friend of
our League —
- And pray I've caused you no
fatigue
; And now once more I will repeat
I hope t h a t all our friends we'll
meet
у
A t the UYL-NA—in Philadeg}lda.

I m

MARGARET D. SEMENKIW.
Editor's N o t e : — T h e F o u r t h
Congress of the Ukrainian Youth's
League of North America will be
held in Philadelphia a t the Hotel
Sylvania on September 5 arid -6,
and on the 7th the First Ukrainian-American Olympiad.

SHADOWS OF FORGOTTEN
. ANCESTORS
(Continued' from p. 2)
forest spirits, that is not my Marichka, that is a dryad t h a t will
betray m e . . . Yet something draws
him to her. H e resists, but is
carried to her on a swift green
current...
Suddenly a wild lowing of a
death-stricken cow casts him out,
of his. dream. W h a t ? Who? The
cattle herdsman, just as he was
standing, seems to have frozen
into that position. A black bull', is
stamping the ground w i t h : liis
hoofs, his neck curved 'and tail
upflung stiffly. His hoofs cut the
air. Up he leaps. The herdsman comes to his senses with a
jerk and hurries after the фціі,
who is n o w galloping into" the
forest, from where the wild^owing had come. A shot rings o u t
Bang-bang-bang resound echoing
rifles from all the mountainfops.
Bang-bang-bang the more distant
ones reply, and the shots go on
and on, gradually growing fainter.
Silence.
"I'll bet an "uncle"" killed t h e
cow," reflected Ivan, and looked
more carefully over his flock.
P t r u a - p t r u a . . . The sun seems
to have fallen asleep, the winds
have died down and left the earth
for the skies. Ivan sees them
massing the clouds up there again.
In the limitless spaces around
him, time seems to have perished
entirely, and it is hard to know
Whether the day hag stopped still,
or whether it is p a s s i n g . . .
Suddenly from the distance
there comes to the ear the long
awaited call of the trembita. I t
carries with it the smell of cooking food and smoke, and with its
long drawn out blast nptifies - all
that the corrals are waiting for
the s h e e p . . .
Hish-hish... The dogs scurry
about with renewed vigor, and the
sheep bleat as they pour in a
shaggy stream down towards the
corrals, their teats swaying, heavily laden with m i l k . . .
.""uncle"—bear.

Some of the contestants who
have already sent in their entries
for the First Ukrainian American
Olympiad to be held in Philadelphia on Labor Day, September
7th, in conjunction with the
Fourth Ukrainian Youth's League
Congress, have asked this question. "Why is there a limit to
the number of events that an individual can compete in?" Of
course, this query is directed at
the ruling which prevents any
person from competing in more
than four events in the National
Open Track й Field Championships, and also, in not more than
four of the events for the Swimming Meet.
There are several reasons. As
chairman of the Olympiad Committee, I am trying to make it
our policy not to emphasize the
individual too much, as an individual.
Team strength
and
balance should be relied upon,
rather than two or three stars.
That is why such a great value is
being attached to the three relay
races at the Olympiad.
These
team events will be great centers
of interest They help to build
group consciousness. The team is
what counts; each individual on
a relay is not running particularly for his own glory, but for his
other three team-mates.
A limitation of events prevents
any one college or high school
athlete, who is naturally highly
trained, from dominating all of
the events. After all, people enjoy being winners, so why not
more of them. There is no particular fun in losing; to see one
or two individuals winning everything is demoralizing and discouraging to the other competitors.
I t must be remembered that
the bulk of the contestants at
the Olympiad, a s in past meets,
will be individuals who probably
never took part in any competive
event before. By this I mean the
boy or girl who never took part
in a program of athletics at high
school, or the junior boy who is
just coming into his own strength.
Of course, the Olympiad Committee wants all of the college and
high school stars possible, but
some provision must be had for
the'
ones who are just getting
into t h e game. '

# # #
"Will you be in the money?"
This is an expression often heard
among athletes before the start
of a Track й Field Meet. "Being
in the money" means t h a t you
have been awarded a prize for
your showing.
It might be a
first place, or a second, or even
a third.
Plenty of our young Ukrainians
competing in the various sports
a t the Olympiad will probably receive two and three medals. They
certainly will be "in the money,"
because there are almost 150
medals to be given away to the
stronger, to the swifter, and to
the more skillfull competitors.
These medals are not too large,
nor too small, and very attractive
to the eye. Each medal will bear
a figure depicting the event for
which it is being given. There
will be a variety of shapes in the
medals for the girls' events,
which should appeal to the feminine h e a r t
#

-И-

#

Do you have a junior boy in
your club that looks especially
promising? Can he run or jump
unusually well?
He should be
given the opportunity of testing
his skill with other boys. At the
same time, while at the Olympiad,
he will be properly safeguarded
against over straining his young
and growing body. Many young-

sters, in their own enthusiasm,
forget their own limitations and
when they attempt to take part
in a half dozen of events, physical harm may result. The Olympiad Committee is taking all precautions that no cases of exhaustion will appear on Labor Day.
This may well apply to some of
the Senior contestants also.
# в #.
An unusual interest is being
shown by the various teams in
the Relay Team Races. This will
be something real worthwhile. A
small silver cup is being given to
the winners; no doubt this is the
source of all the motivation. Make
sure your club or team will be
represented. Any one club can
enter more than one team in a
relay. When there is more than
one.team entered, they will be designated by letters — A and B.
The Brameruks of Brooklyn, the
Detroiters, and the Canadians of
Toronto will be in this event. And
there will be plenty of other
teams ready to fight for top
honors in this race.

` ## #

The St. Josaphat's Catholic
Club of Frankford will b.e a serious contender, attempting to repeat its victories of the past. St.
Josaphats' led by Freddie Snyder,
will depend on its all-around
balance. Their juniors will have
some real fine material on hand,
to help maintain their supremacy
in the Philadelphia area. I cannot write too much of them, because after all, this is the team
that I belong toi and people may
think that this is self-praise, However, when it comes to enthusiasm
and power, Frankford is right
there!
W. N. NACHONEY,
First Ukrainian-American
Olympiad Committee.

UKRAINIAN WRESTLING STAR
MAKING FINE PROGRESS
Bill Panzen is the leading contender for the World's Heavyweight Wrestling Championship to
be held in Connecticut, reports John
Banack of New York City. Bill
is a Ukrainian-American who hails
from New York.' His real name
is William Panchyshyn, but he had
it changed to Bill Panzen for a
short ring name. Bill is five feet
ten inches tall and weighs 205
pounds. He began his wrestling
and football career in high School
when he won the City High
School Championship in wrestling.
At about the same time he was
picked as Star Center by the
newspapers.
In 1932, in Minnesota, Bill won
the City Y. M. C. A. Wrestling
Championship. In the same year
he entered Minnesota University
where his football activities won
him the title of Mid-Western Star.
Bill did not stay long at the University, however, because he had
become a professional
football
player and wrestler. His speciality is the "flying tackle," the same
maneuver that made Gus Sonnenberg and Sammy Stein famous.
Bill tackles with the power of a
ram and, when his opponent
weakens, he pins his shoulders to
the mat.
Bill was placed as leading contender for the World's Heavyweight Wrestling Championship
when he won from the Italian
champion, Rinato Gardini, weighing 225 pounds, at White--City
Stadium; "Silent" Abbott df 240
pounds, at Mount Ryak Arena in
Canada; Wladek Zbyszkoi; the
Polish champion, weighing. 210
pounds; and Stein, the Jewish
champion, whom Bill felfejjl in
New York.
If Bill keeps up his fine work
he will be the World's" Heavyweight Wrestling Champion.
THEODORE LUTWINIAK.
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THE FOURTH UYL-NA YOUTH
CONGRESS
Conventions or gatherings of
national scope are quite a recent
development among our youth.
However, since the first Ukrainian Youth Congress of 1933 and
the birth of the Ukrainian Youth's
League of North America, our
young people have responded in
great numbers at each convention
and each year look forward to
Labor Day week-end with great
anticipation.
The UYL-NA conventions: have
been an open doors to every
youthful group or individual —
an opportunity to convene, exchange ideas, renew friendships
and make new acquaintances; regain lost inspirations and to become imbued with better understanding of the problems confronting youth regardless of factions,
beliefs or convictions. Each convention fills participants
with
deeper respect for and comprehention of the ideals and aspirations
of our people. This gathering of
the finest youth of the country
simply does something to the individual — it serves as an all-yeararound pick-up.
The coming congress or convenvention, which is scheduled for
September 5, 6 and 7th, is looked
upon with far greater anxiety and
expectation than any of the preceeding ones.
So many new
trends have become evident in the
past year which have a more or
less direct bearing upon social,
political and religious life of our
people.
Many of the old and
intricate problems have not as yet
been solved before a shower of
new ones is upon the heads of
our youth. Of course, it ia quite
evident that many of these pressing issues will not and could not
be completely solved during the
short duration of the convention;
however it is quite certain t h a t
solutions will be offered to many
and a proper approach to a solution of others. Too, a good deal
more could be accomplished if
each delegate to the Fourth UYLNA Congress would take stock of
the particular problems of his
community
and simmer
them
down to a brief report. Undoubtedly, after presentation of such
problems other delegates would
offer sound and feasible methods
as to how they coped with such
issues in their communities. If so
equipped, each delegate would be
in a far more responsive as well
as receptive state of mind to participate in the discussions and
would offer a real contribution to
.the success of the convention.
Experience points out
that
each and every delegate attends
the convention at a sacrifice, so
why not take full advantage of
the opportunity and concentrate
more on the grave issues beforethe convention and live up to the
title of a real "representative".
A. OLESKOW,
Chicago, 111.

U.N.A. BRANCH ELECTS DELEGATES TO YOUTH CONGRESS
At the August meeting of ;the
.Dmitri Witovsky branch" 375"- of
the Ukrainian National Aesociation, as an example of their. interest in the Ukrainian цўоиШ
movement, the members unariimously elected two delegates^ to
represent the youth o f " their
branch a t the national congress
of the Ukrainian Youth's League
of North America.
This branch finds that such a
move is very satisfactory and urges all other branches of the U.
N. A. t o follow the same footsteps.
MICHAEL ELKO,
Member of the 375 of
U. N.A.

